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                                    Car sharing community, no need to buy any car

                                    We are always there at your service


				   In the dynamic landscape of cryptocurrencies, the need for asset diversification and portfolio management is ever-present. One common transaction for crypto enthusiasts is the XMR to ETH exchange, where Monero (XMR) is traded for Ethereum (ETH). Monero is highly valued for its privacy-centric features, making all transactions untraceable and unlinkable. On the other hand, Ethereum serves as the backbone for numerous decentralized applications and smart contracts.

To carry out an XMR to ETH exchange, you have multiple options at your disposal. Centralized exchanges like Binance or Kraken offer trading pairs where you can easily convert your XMR to ETH. Decentralized exchanges are another avenue, offering a more privacy-oriented, albeit often more complex, way to execute the trade. Additionally, some dedicated crypto swap platforms specialize in facilitating such conversions with a user-friendly interface.

Regardless of the platform you choose for the XMR to ETH exchange, it's crucial to consider factors like security, fees, and the rate of conversion. Always ensure you're using reputable platforms and double-check all transaction details to avoid errors or losses.
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                          ABOUT US

                          World’s first automated service for transportation application on blockchain.
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                                    ABOUT CSC

                                    

                                    CSC is a decentralized organization in the field of car sharing and using Carcoin as payment method. It brings together all drivers to one online network and provides for safe and fast transportation of vehicles anytime and from anywhere.
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                                    VISION

                                    

                                    As the pioneer in decentralized transportation, Car Sharing Community will provide a perfect service to our customers by combining intelligent business model and Blockchain technology and the most advanced AI technology.
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                                    MISSION

                                    

                                    Car Sharing Community always strives to improve the limitations to be able to assert itself as one of the best service. We will provide the fastest, most modern, simplest, most accurate and most convenient transportation service for our users.
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                      EASIEST WAY AROUND
                      
                        One tap and a car comes directly to you. Hop in—your driver knows exactly where to go. And when you get there, just step out. Payment is completely seamless.
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                      ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
                      
                        Daily commute. Errand across town. Early morning flight. Late night drinks. Wherever you’re headed, count on Carsharing for a ride—no reservations required. We plan to be there all for you.
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                      LOW-COST
                      
                        By applying blockchain technology, customers will be able to use lower priced service than other car sharing applications.
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                      FARE ESTIMATE
                      
                        Check the price before you go. Enter a destination to get an estimate for the cost of your ride. Fare Estimate is also available by tapping each ride option.
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                      VOTING
                      
                        The drivers are rated by the customers with the voting features of the Blockchain technology.AI technology is used for evaluating quality of voting. Reward CAR for careful voting.
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                      PRIVACY
                      
                        Drivers’ data are saved on Blockchain and cannot be deleted.By applying Blockchain technology & encryption algorithms, customers’ information, call history will be coded and posted to the Blockchain in order to ensure the highest privacy.
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                      FLEXIBLE DESTINATION
                      
                        You can change your destination whenever you want. Your route will be reset. You also choose driver by specified function on Car App.
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                      CRYPTOCURRENCY PAYMENT METHOD
                      
                        Accept Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Carcoin. Don’t need cash anymore. So you can go around the world without exchange.
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                      INSURANCE
                      
                        Both customer and driver are insured under our regulations.
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                          CEO Renze Deelstra’s career spans across various industries over 2 decades. He has extensive sales and marketing development experience in ‘small and medium’ enterprises, consumer products. The second half of his career was spent developing the SME POS accepting points, strategic startup in various EU countries in a leading sales management role, dealing with organizations in Europe in matters relating to more customers and turn over. At present, he is a Blockchain enthusiast and investor, public speaker and author.
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                  Join us on facebook
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                  Have any questions? Want to get involved with the Carcoin Project? We'd love to hear from you.
[email protected]
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      Carcoin - Private financial transactions.

    

  
 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
  

  

  

